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SENSATIONAL 'FLYING TRIANGLE' EVENTS HAPPENING ALL OVER U.K.

After the launch of your editor's 'Flying Triangle Mystery' booklet, the UFO press,
particularly 'UFO Magazine' (July/August issue), gave it an excellent reception. As a result of
these comments, a reasonable demand for the booklet was expected. (1 his in fact happened

and the booklet is selling well).
What was not anticipated, was the fact that many people who ordered the FT Mystery
book, were themselves witnesses of this mysterious craft! As a result of this, we are now
urgently pursuing promised photographs and new video footage!
One such event is that described by Mr Thornewell, a New Zealander who is currently
seeing the sights of the 'old country'. On the 14th of April this year, Mr Thomewell decided to
visit the 'longest pier in the world' at Southend.
It was about 12.30pm when the family group stood on the beach and gazed at the pier.
Mr Thomewell decided to take a few snapshots of the pier as a momento.

At the time, they
were unaware that they were visiting one of the 'FT hotspots' and they did not notice anything
unusual in the sky. However on receipt of his colour prints, a few days later, Mr Thornewell
noticed what appeared to be a 'Flying Triangle' over the small boat adjacent to the jetty. The
image of the object is blurred and distant. It was a dull day and the automatic camera (using
Agfa 200ASA film) would have set a slow shutter speed. However, there is something there
and it has a triangular shape!
(Jhe photo is reproduced below in black & white).
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THE TRIANGLE STORY CONTINUES ...

Our next report was received from a Mr J .D. Sherboume in Chelston, Somerset.
"There was a close sighting of one of these craft down here a couple of months ago. It
glided directly over two teenage boys who were fishing in a pond about two miles away from
here. It seems they cut their fishing lines and sped off on their bikes. This was all reported in
the local newspaper, but unfortunately I no longer have a copy."
"Two shift workers with whom I used to be acquainted, also independently saw an
area of 'blacker' darkness in a field off the MS motorway, as they were heading home to
Bridgewater. Twenty four hours later, they passed the same spot. The dense black area had
gone, but there was military helicopter activity going on! "

(We have requestedfurther information, in order to follow up these incidents. )
The next report is from Mr Carr of Paulton near Bristol (Mr Carr has taken FT video).
Mr Carr telephoned to say that on 1 April this year at 10.30pm, he had been out in his

back garden looking around in the night sky. Apparently there had been 'glowing ball' activity
on the area a few nights previously and Mr Carr had decided to try and video this activity,
however something completely different caught his attention.
"I heard this droning noise in the distance, it was something between an electric motor
and a vacuum cleaner.

I went indoors and fetched my video camera and then I saw this

triangular pattern of lights coming towards me. There were three white lights on each corner
and in a central position, but a little to one side, there was a central beam of light shining
down. The beam was very bright close to the craft, but faded a little as it reached the ground. I
ran my video camera as it came towards me, it passed overhead and then banked away. It was
flying 'flat side' forwards."

(Mr Ca" intends to have the video film enhanced, but we have advised him not to lose
sight of the original. We have also requested a copy of the video a.s.a.p.)
The next report comes from Mr Chris Harris of the B.E.A.M. S. group in Birmingham.
On the 22 January this year, a Flying Triangle hovered over both carriageways of the
MS motorway. A member of the B.E.A.M.S. group actually drove under it at 11.4Spm.
He noticed what appeared to be four-square shaped pods on one edge of the FT as

well as pipework or ducting leading to its centre� It had the usual white lights, two at each
point and one large light in the centre.
One other thing my friend noticed was that the pipework or ducting appeared twisted.
Whether this was because the triangle was 'shimmering' or because the metal was twisted, we
don't know.

(Chris Harris has promised to send us further information shortly.)

:tf

An extract from the
'Flying Triangle Mystery'
booklet by Omar Fowler.

Two witDeUes were tnl\lellin& in a car near Longford, DetbyshiR at 9.30om on 23rd October 1993. They
noticed a bright light in the sky, within a split second a 'Flyin& Triangle' appeared right next to them. A
structure of some kind was visible underneath and the craft was observed for approx. ten minutes.

STAFFORDSHIRE UFO GROUP HOLD AN EVENING WITH DON BERLINER.
Members of the PRA visited their colleagues 'down the road' at Rugeley on the night
of the 21st June. The occasion was the visit of American UFO researcher and Aviation
Journalist, Don Berliner to a meeting held by the Staffordshire UFO Group.

Top marks to

Irene Bott for organising a very interesting meeting.
Don Berliner gave a talk on his activities and his work on the committee funding
financial backing for UFO research.

He spoke of the projects that were in hand, such as the

investigation of abductees and a number of the subjects that were still in need of further
investigation, for example 'the men in black'.
Referring to abductee incidents, Don gave details of a family who had suffered alien
visitations over a number of years (multi-generational visitations).

He told how the elderly

parents of the family remembered being abducted and how the present family were also
suffering the same fate.

Now the children were beginning to talk of their nightly visitors and

were drawing 'little men' pictures that were all too familiar to their parents.
Don spoke of his reluctance to use hypnotic regression, because of the many pitfalls it
can produce. In many cases the abductee had been able to recall fleeting glimpses of what had
taken place while they had been on the alien craft. How in one case, a woman had been given
instruction on controlling an alien craft.

The woman concerned had apparently drawn

sketches of the craft's interior and Don's group of researchers were in the process of building
an alien craft 'mock-up' based on the abductees information..

He said that they were waiting

with interest to see what would happen when the woman was shown the imitation of the alien
craft interior.
Don's description of odd

happenings

confirmed what previous researchers have

already discovered. Gordon Creighton, the editor of Flying Saucer Review, recently wrote a
light hearted article on such strange findings as: abductees being returned to their beds with
their night-dress on back to front, odd socks on their feet and in one case, being returned with
the wrong knickers on!

Don spoke of one particular subject discovering that her earrings (a

round type with a pattern on one side) had been replaced with the plain side, instead of the
decorative side showing.

What the purpose of all this alien activity is, we just do not know.

"It hasn't told us a lot" said Don.
The more disturbing revelations have also been heard before.

The case of women

abductees suffering short-term pregnancies was mentioned by Don Berliner, together with the

'skinny offspring'

later presented to the female abductee 'mothers'. The well known American

researchers Dr. David M. Jacob's first revealed these startling claims in his book 'Secret Life'.
Members of the PRA who met Dr. David Jacobs during his Manchester University talk in
November 1992, were able to discuss these and many other facets of the abduction scenario .
The indications are, that

they are u

·

us to breed a hybrid alien/human, but for
what purpose. They may be following our
progress in slowly

(or not so slowly) dest

-roying the environment of the planet, which
will subsequently lead to our demise.
Will they then re-populate the Earth with
their own hybrid species?

Left to Right
Garry Stapleton (PRA)
Don Berliner
1ony Weaver (PRA)
.)
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The. Evening Sky
July 1996
The Earth is at its most distant from the
Sun on July 4th at over 94.5 million
miles (\ve call it: aphelion). Strange, that
we are over 3 n1illion miles farther a\vay
fron1 the Sun at the height of summer
than we are in the middle of \vinter.
Look to\vards the southeastern sky as
eYening t\\·ilight fades and you \VilJ see a
bright star·. This is the planet Jupiter.
suspended in the constellation of
Sagittarius. As the night darkens. and
Jup iter travels across the sky. you n1ay
.
nottce a hazy cloud of I ight close bY
Jupiter stretching across the hea\'en � .
The fuzzy light is the Milky Way: the
centre of our galaxy.
•

Dawn:

lOth to the 13th July

(Venus \vill be 32 million n1iles distance
and the Moon 230 thousand miles
distance from Earth.)
Later in the n1onth. Saturn \vill be visible
in the eastern sky rising around
n1idnight.
Interestingly. Saturn is
currently outside the Zodiac and in the
sign of Cetus. What \vill 12 sign Zodiac
astrologers make of this!
(Saturn is
currently 874 million miles distance fron1
Earth.)

Billi<.?ns of stars and possibly a super
nutssP;e Blac)( Hole reside within the
Milky \Vay at' a distance of 30 thousand
light years fron1 Earth. Ren1en1ber. one
light year is equal to 6 n1illion n1illion
miks which is the distance light tra\'els
in one Earth year.

Because of the late start to summer there
are not too n1any creepy cra\vlies
around. Many n1igrating birds stayed
late and gobbled up lots of creepies.
especially snails. Ho\vever. if you are
out for long periods at night in sun1n1er
an insect repellent may still be useful.

If we were to tra,·el non-stop on
Concorde to the Milky Way it would
take O\'er 17 thousand, n1i1Jion years to
rt'ach our destination. The oalax\' is a
"'
big place and our address
it. n1ost
insignifica�t. W� reside on a small planet
.
whtch orbtts a dtn1 star located near the
e d ge
of
an
out e r
s pi r a I
a r 111.
llnin1pressive as this mav be. the real
n1iracle is that we are abl � to kno\v and
conten1plate our address at all.

�,

My garden faces due \vest and I have.
throughout June spent many evenings
out on the patio_ \vatching the t\vilight
colours change as the Sun sets. It is a
\vonderful sight \vhich leaves me a\ve
struck, no matter ho\v many times I
behold the spectacle. The sky, the Earth
you and I are quite extraordinary and it
feels simply great to be alive!

Set your alarn1 clock early on July 12. A
waning crescent Moon passes close to
the planet Venus: a breathtaking sight.
It is well "'?rth getting out of your cosy
bed to \\'ttness this ·conjunction·.

Enjoy Your Evening Sky!
B a r r �·
P.O.

Box

4002

Pa

r

k i n so n
Milton Keynes
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MJ 12 ·ON. THE "PARAMOUNT CHANNEL
a rticle

a i1d . taking actions
without his consent

w as

taken from page 737
on

the

telex..
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on Sky 1V

channel
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against

and

.

wanted

all

help from th eir right

Roswell ·

not

the

threat and so with

194 7, and there are some who
that
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MJ 12 closed down.
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what

knowledge
occurred· in

that

a cti vities ceased and

common

is

know

felt

MJ 12 I Govenuncnl
I Greys agrcctncnt

M ay 27th

1996.
Entitled,
4 8 hours - MJ 12 and
beyond� by Agent X
It

Some

one

UFO

c rashe d but two, one of which

had a survivor." There are some
who are aware that a · US
Gove nunent committee called

Majestic 12 was set up soon
after, but only a han�ftil· of
people know that -since then

hand

colour, caused theoretically by

hench

men,

the CIA they had Kennedy

the lack of iron in their blood.

a ssas i nated in Texas in 1963.

This deal took place at Wright

With Kennedy out of the way

Patterson Ailforce Base with

MJ 12 continued their activities

aneanbers of MJ 12 present. An

but

both sides and a conlntcl was ..

stance as J PK atHl

agreement

was

reached

teared

future

that

Preside nts might take the smne

by

�o

had a

Black Goven1ment or Cabal

drawn up where th� Greys give
technology in retu n1 for their
non- i ntetfere nce in the ever
g�wing
numbers
of

The Cabal was made up of

covenng up.

abductions

. MJ 12

Amongst them are - Pamdise

·mutilations in addition the
Goven1ment would fun1ish

Valley, Arizona

hidden secret facilities

there
have
been · many
numerous UFO cntshes which

MJ 12

h ave

succeeded

in

1947� Aztec.
New Mexico 1948. Kingman,
Arizona 1953. New Mexico
1963. Kecksburg. Pennsilvania
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heads
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contracts

location
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New
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·
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have the largest cases of cattle

mutilations in .the US and it is

.

activities and policies of the
MJ 12 committee due to their
disregard to public safety, the
contract, and that they were
playing God, making decisions
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President,

corporations

When
John
.F ·Kennedy·
beca me US Presiden t it was
believed by many groups that
Kennedy disagreed with the

an Alien intelligence known to

asp irations

which the Greys could work

There are rumoured to have

1969 -71 a secret G ove n1 m� nt
committee made a ··deal with

with

from and conduct experiments

also a hotspot for abductions.

known that in the period of

con1 tnittee

----

ane tn bers,

Militaay top bra ss, politictions

fro m

SovietUnion.

been many more.· It is also

set up.

for

being

ex ecutives

,and

of

·

technology
who
from

had
the

Goven1ment to study and
technology.
deve l ope
alien
·They then put their activitie s at
security ntting nnach higher
than top secret. -so that even

n

t_he President h i ansel f could
not have clearence to know of
their work. When Congress
began to sqaush the budgets
for the hlack operations the

Cabal

began

to

finance

theans e l ves : . th rough
the ir
freindly companies including
the Rand corporation and
other well known electronics

'

�-- --

and aircraft firms who h ad . entering or leaving the US It
access
to
developed is als o sh ocki ng to know that
technology thanks to · the
our. GCHQ ha ve an agreement

or information with
their
hosts., they also refuse to share

.

Cabal., add to that they also

made

extra finances through
deals

secret

Colombian
cc.u1cls,

with

any

profits

from

and

even

u

drugs

.present.

and

·

customs and exicise

a

perfect

which are created are studied

activities
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and raised at the underground

on

through the eighties which was

a period when ex government
employees

came

threats

foiWard,

from

their

bases at Dulce, New Mexico
fax modem and cellular phone.

in the UK from a USAF NSA

listening post facility in. North

One little known fact abo ut
this

which

. ·employs

nearly

ELSE, a bo ut activities of the

personnel, also the NSA ate
known to keep tabs on. people

government. Orie or' these tnen

was Robert Lazar who was

reported to have worked on

studying

a

UFO

at

the

infamous Area 51 locatio n at
Lake facility

Dreamland

in

the

- AKA
Nevada

Desert. A Facility which the

Government still·to deny exists
if

you

caught

are

an� elsewhere.

Yorkshire

employers to reveal nothing or

though

It is known that for some time
the· g re ys have been working

human I alien hybrid. Ones

These

Groom

facilities

scientist are

on the creation of

officials.

defying

and

when

govei·nanent

US

se lling

police

though

the secretly supplied

'

many drugs ·captured.
by

findings

· they
conduct their expe rime nt s at

rnaj or slice of the
deals

their

scientific data which . they
collect from each abduction

with the NSA to anonitor all
communications via phone.

Drugs

taking

so

of

two

thousand

NSA

whom they feel are a threat to
their
interests
including.
members . of 1./FO groups, ex
·Government employees.

They

comm uni catio n
breakdown Was that·sometin1e
in the late 60s · there was a

situation at Dulce when the

government GlJF.STS kil led

number· of base workers and

which escalated i nt o a siege,

which

.

later

led

also employ tactics wherein · government
counter-measures
they infiltrate organisation.�
such an incident
and
groups
to
.learn
lnfonnatlon

and

to

do

damage from within.

a

to

the

creating
in

case

happened

again.

To this date there is so much

within a ten mile radius, which

about MJ 12 and the Cabals

sentenced to up to· a year in

activitie s

MJ 12
is that since 1982

activities which we are still not

jail and a fine of $5,000.

the US Government have been
ho sts
for
up
to
three
"GUESTS" known as ·EBl ,

retrieve} units have unlimited

is still growing you will be

Another

·

Though the US government

fact

of

the

admit to the existence of the
Groom Lake facility. but deny

EB2 &EB3.

any secretive activity involving

Since the contmct made in.

outside technologies.

. Another

revelation

was

that

authorisation was given to the

1969-71,

the

escalated

their

Greys

have

number

of

government are unaware of
t hei r activities. ll1 ere has never
�een a time when the tnath

abductions and have riot been ·could ever t;>.e so dangerous. In
open

to .. the

their

government

about

communications

longer sharing their t echno logy

around,

Jurisdiction in the U K e ven to
a
point
that
the
UK
·

National Security Agency to

monitor all telephone and fax

aware of including a rumour
that
t hei r
opera tions
and

activities. ·Word

also has it that they are no
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the

words

of

deep

"TRUST NO-ONE".

throat

Thanks to Tony James of
EMUFORA, for permission
to reproduce this article.

THE LATEST CROP CIRCLES!

The JULIA formation discovered south of Stonehenge on 8 July.

The formation formed in

wheat and is 3 OOfeet wide. Photo:

A DOUBLE HELIX CROP CIRCLE at Alton Barnes. It arrived on the East Field on 1 7
June.

This formation measures 648 ft long and consists of

strands. Photo: Busty Taylor
7

89 circles, intertwined in twin

A CROP CIRCLE FORMATION at Kingsclear, Hants. Early July, in wheat.

Overall dia.

108ft with an inner circle 65ft. Four adjacent circles of approx. 20ft. Photo: Busty Taylor.

A TRIPLE CIRCLE at Aokley, Hants. Early July, in wheat. Overall dimension

pattern made by a 6ft trench.

Photo: Busty Taylor.
8

85ft, with the

Ff 'VULCAN BOMBER' NEAR HASTINGS 2-10-95

The following report is typical of the information coming to us as a result of our recent
FT booklet advertising campaign.

The witness (a Managing Director), made a meticulous

study of the FT as it passed overhead.
We are receiving an increasing number of reports referring to a 'grey' or 'metallic grey'
FT with a green light at the rear (see Mr Tom Culleton's report in our last month's issue of the
OVNI).

The report from Mr ]an Broadmore states:I was in my car on the A21 at 6am on the 2nd October 1995, travelling from Hastings
to London.

I had left home at 5. 40am and h�aded. northbound up the A21.

It was a

beautifully crisp morning and quite bright, due to the bright moonlight, a full moon or near full
moon.
As I was near Robertsbridge (East Sussex), I noticed a very, very bright white light

As I reached the mini
the object deliberately tumed in my direction. As it got closer,

over to my right, which appeared to be travelling parallel with me.
roundabout at Robertsbridge,

I could not believe what I was seeing (how many times have we heard that:Ed.).
It was a large triangular object, about twice the size of a Vulcan bomber, appeared to
be metallic grey and at about the height of 3/4 houses.

It flew directly over the car, very

slowly, almost like a balloon drifts and then went out of sight over some houses.

It had a

bright white light at the front, amber 'fuzzy' lights at the points and a green light at the rear. It
appeared from the ENE and moved off in a Westerly direction.
I must have observed it for 5 to 10 minutes. It seemed

surreal, almost dream-like.

I

wound down the window and there seemed an unnatural silence!
It has had a profound effect upon me and I was convinced that I would see it again.
Following this sighting, I had two other sightings, one in Hastings and one in Colchester of
different objects.
Mr Broadmore's sketch is shown below.

•
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AMERICAN Fr REPORTS FROM SAN DIEGO
By Eic Herr
Saturday, April 30th,
Megan Ralphs

1994,

at 10:04 pm,

(14 years old),

her brother

r:{..,.£

were in backyard of her home in Alpine,
A

duration about 45 seconds.

(15),

and two of her girlfriend8

a mountain suburb of San

Diego;

three ·lights at the apexes of an approximate equilateral triangle;
white, one red,
than

but different

200 in angular width;

o

p inions

on. this point;

two

the object was

larger

it emitted a · powerful but very low-pitched hum;

it obscured stars as it passed overhead;

steady and continuous movement,

no

the girl who first· saw the object had been lying on a trampoline

maneuvers;

with her eyes ·closed and was hoping to be taken away by a UFO.
opened her eyes, the object was directly overhead.
.
staring at the object.

.

When she

The family dog was

also

Megan ran into the house and obtained a camera

(because she had seen another unusual object in the sky some months before
and wanted to be prepared if another became visible);

She took five

photographs of the object, all of which showed only blackness.

This

is

to

be expected, as the film was daylight color film of too low a speed to
register any but the brightest lights at night.

Thursday,

M·ay 19th,

1994,

from 8:51 through 9:16pm;

998-2900

Group of four'witnesses: Robin Leland, of Apartment 425, 5710 Baltimore
Drive, La Mesa,

mother;

Mr.

CA 91942;

and Mrs.

Chuck Jensen,

neighbors.

Mardell

Brandt,

her

(Art Brandt, father

Palm

in

.
Leland· saw a bright, cigar-shaped cloud in the

:
Springs 771-3600); Ms.
southwest;

hospital administrator;

out of the cloud came an object of immense size;

it was

an

equilateral triangle with each of its three sides lighted by five to seven
bright red lights;
sequentially;

u

they wer� p lsing, sometimes intermittently and

sometimes

these lights w�re extinguished_ when .the object was over

Murray,·but rea�peared after
�he objec� ·had crossed the

l�ke;

Lake

the object was

described as larger than the length of three football fields, and in
fact
larger than Lake Murray itself;

no.s�und;

low;

were at about 900 feet above ground level);
r

:

,

I 0

below the ,fe� clouds

(which

•

OOP'S, LET'S GET OUR FACTS RIGHT!

We have the

highest respect for the 'Quest'

organisation and for their 'UFO Magazine'

which is one of the best buys on the news stand these days (there are so many 'glossys'
jumping on the 'X Files' bandwagon). However, your editor had to draw their attention to a
statement made in the July/August edition ofUFO magazine.
An article on

·

·

the 'Mantell Case' (U.S. fighter crashed after chasing a UFO in 1947),

appeared in the magazine disclosing new facts about the incident . Tony Dodd had discovered
a new witness at the crash scene,

Captain James 'fun' Duesler of the American Air Force,
now long retired and living in England. He disclosed that the PSI Mustang fighter had
crashed almost intact, in the middle of woods, leaving only a few signs of broken trees etc. A
a

photograph of Captain Duesler accompanied the article.

(see below)

Captain James 'JIIII' f. Duesler pictured alongside his P·51 ftghter in 1948
Not So!

said your editor, that is not a PSI Mustang fighter in the photograph, but a

P40 Warhawk, vintage I940/43 and it is in the colours of the American Flying Tiger squadron
(a volunteer group fighting the Japanese in China). The photograph is unlikely to have been
taken in 1948 as there were no longer any P40's in service at that time.
A reply from Tony Dodd stated "I have as a result of your letter been in touch with

Captain Duesler.

He confirmed that the aircraft in the photograph was in fact taken many

years before the Mantell incident, when fun Duesler was serving in China,"
"This was an
unfortunate error on my part and I am very grateful to you for bringing this to my notice."

(That's what comes from spending your childhood ducking into an air raid shelter
when you spotted a Me.] 0�, instead of a Spitfire! You soon learnt to tell one aircraft from
another.Ed)
·

•

·

Timothy Good has kindly sent us a photocopy of the Mantel/ crashed P51
aircraft, together with a photocopied newspaper report.. As Tony Dodd explained in his
article, it landed almost illtllct after crashing from 15,000ftl The Fuselage is virlllally in
one piece and the wings are close by/ Yes that was very unusual/
N.B.

1 1

· ..

KO

G
TALE ENDERS

WHAT'S HAPPENING OUT IN THE COLD?. Victor Kean (Berlin) informs us that there

is much excitement on the internet over the US Government's restriction order on maps of
Anartica which are normally on sale to the public. No reason given! These maps are apparently
produced by satellite scanning.
BBC TV are about to launch a new series of programmes on the paranormal. We were

contacted a few weeks ago to assist with their search for unusual material and as a result, we
supplied the BBC TV with various photographs, sketches and video's. A batch of our colour
drawings are being used in the title sequence for 'Out Of This World', with Carol Vorderman
and Chris Choi (Tues 23 July BBC1) We understand that the programme on Au gust 6 will
feature more of our work.
.

GRANADA TV are not to be outdone and have also been in touch with us for UFO material.

Their programme will be produced on Granada TV in a few weeks time and they have
promised us a video copy of the programme.
is 99.9% genuine, according to Bob Shell, although
Santilli's story of how he obtained it is not?

THE ALIEN AUTOPSY FILM

INTERNATIONAL UFO CONFERENCE IN GOTHENBURG (Sweden) will feature

Jenny Randles, Paul Fuller, Nick Pope, Kent Jeffery,Per Andersen, Ole Jonny Braenne. To
reserve a seat for the 27th October 96, you will need to pay SEK 435 to UFO Swedens postal
giro 505060-4. If you want more information write to Andreas Ohlsson, P.O.Box 175, S-733
23 SALA, Sweden (take your fur boots).

•

TERRY WALTERS (THE PSYCIDC), revealed to us a few weeks ago, (after returning

from Egypt with the Egyptologist, Robert Bauval), that a door has been recently been
uncovered in the SpbinL There is a great deal of controversy going on at present. We
understand that the Egyptologists want to open it, but the Egyptian official sources are saying,
'not likely, it's our business!' We await events with interest.
We are considering taking part in an International
Skywatch Weekend 17-18 August.The site will probably be the village of Bretby near Burton
on-Trent, the scene of much FT activity. The watch will probably be 10.30pm Saturday, to
2am Sunday morning.Anyone interested, please give Omar Fowler a ring a.s.a.p.

INTERESTED IN A SKYWATCH?

an article by J.L.Whitear
(Guildford) has been held over to the next issue of OVNI. Don't miss it, it will make you
think!

STONEHENGE

AND

THE

FORGOTTEN

ENERGY,

HOLIDAYS ARE WITH US THIS MONm, as a result, there will be no group meeting

at the British Legion.
6m ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL UFO CONGRESS CONVENTION: 24 Jan. 97

at
the Gold River Resort, on the banks -o� the Colorado River USA. Details are with your editor.
•

LATEST LOCAL CROP CIRCLE: A 250ft dia ring with a large circle inside with a nine

pointed star. Situated between South Wigston & Countersthorpe,Leics..Source: Clare Upton.

Reports published in the OVNI may be reproduced by other agencies, with due
acknowledgement to the Phenomenon Research Association.

